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Next Generation Mobile Marketing Platform

CEOCFO: Mr. Carr, what is the idea behind Leadbolt?
Mr. Carr: Leadbolt is the next generation mobile marketing platform, directly connecting 
mobile app publishers with premium advertising partners like never before! Since nearly 
98% of mobile apps are free, app developers can successfully monetize their apps while 
advertisers reach a coveted, high quality mobile audience in the most meaningful way 
possible – that is, on the screen that is most personal and relevant in their lives.

CEOCFO: What is it about your platform? Is it better, easier, cheaper, faster?
Mr. Carr: With so many ad-tech providers, mediation platforms, and multiple ways to 
conduct the business of mobile advertising available, it can be difficult for app makers 
and mobile marketers to know who to trust. 

I’m so proud of the work our team has done to bring to market a fully-transparent mobile 
advertising exchange platform where app publishers can connect to a myriad of ad 
campaign offerings, view associated details and instantly activate desired campaigns 
with the best fit. Both advertisers and publishers can also connect and run private deals 
in a fully managed environment. Offering more transparency, flexibility and control than 
traditional blind-networks, with a focus on delivering better quality than RTB (real-time 
bidding) platforms, I believe our Direct Deals Marketplace is the answer to more efficient 
and effective app monetization. 

Direct deals removes the guesswork, enables more predictable outcomes to advertisers 
and gives publishers full control of their app’s monetization strategy.

CEOCFO: What about ease of use? How have you gotten it right?
Mr. Carr: In short, the answer is yes – but it was and still is, a delicate balance between delivering high-level functionality 
and making it simple for our clients to integrate. 

We began as a tech company, so we had fun engineering a platform that could do cool, sophisticated stuff and that was 
about innovating the ad space. We quickly recognized, however, that a sophisticated platform works well for some 
sophisticated developers, but wasn’t necessarily best suited for a wide range of app developers who were just starting 
out, or indie app makers who also want to make money. 

With this in mind, we re-considered every aspect of the mobile advertising process looking for ways to deliver a future 
proof platform whilst making it even easier for a broader range of app developers to achieve ROI quickly and efficiently. In 
2014, we unveiled a re-imagined, elegant user experience that was more attractive and simple to understand – but kept 
all of the original tools and features, and even introduced a few enhancements! By making the platform more intuitive, 
easier to use, and introducing even more benefits, our clients are truly set up for success in the free mobile app economy. 
In fact, the update earned Leadbolt recognition as “Best Platform” from Australian Mobile & App Awards!

CEOCFO: How does it break down between your self-serve platform and your managed services? Do you find 
one utilized more than the other?
Mr. Carr: For us, it is just a matter of accommodating our clients’ preferred work style. Managed relationships work well 
with clients that are managing a very high-level budget, know exactly what they are looking for, and give us the 
responsibility to deliver the return. Other clients prefer to be more hands on via our self-serve option; they want to see the 
real-time data on a second-by-second basis. They want the control to optimize their strategy themselves. We are happy 
with both and use the same tools on the software for self-serve as we do for managed services.

Dale Carr
Founder & CEO
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CEOCFO: How do you stay ahead of the new technologies, ideas and trends?
Mr. Carr: We do not have a crystal ball, but we are so close to the action, we can successfully predict what is going to 
happen down the line. We draw from everything we have seen in the past, but we also have daily contact with our clients 
all over the world who share their insights, make requests, ask new questions, and really help drive and shape our 
product and service. 

We are a group of passionate, curious and driven mobile industry fanatics. We attend, speak and exhibit at several of the 
industry’s events so that we can engage with our clients face-to-face. We listen to feedback, take in new ideas and roll up 
our sleeves to work through challenges. We’re always looking for better ways to do things. We are a progressive company 
and we are not afraid to iterate, to put things out there and trial them to see if they make a difference or move the needle 
for our clients, whereas more conservative companies end up playing catch up.

CEOCFO: What has surprised you as the company and the industry has grown and developed?
Mr. Carr: The incredible growth of mobile and speed of adoption, as well as the incredible change in user habits, 
constantly surprises and motivates me. When smartphones first came to market, many people were looking at these 
devices as a productivity tool, and envisioned playing a few games here and there. When you look at what has transpired 
in the smartphone space, it is unbelievable. The amount of apps that have been downloaded is phenomenal. The amount 
of time that people are spending on their phone has grown tremendously and now surpasses the amount of time spent 
reading news, watching TV and consuming other types of media. For many, smartphones have become the first screen. 

The evolution of the top ten apps is interesting to note. At one stage, game apps dominated the charts. More recently it 
has moved away from just gaming to include social, entertainment, and even mobile wallet/payment apps. This shift is 
further proof that people are now using their cell phones for absolutely everything. What I think is surprising is the speed 
at which it is happening – it’s hockey stick growth – with no signs of slowing.

CEOCFO: What is ahead for Leadbolt and what might be different a year down the road for you?
Mr. Carr: Wearables are just around the corner. It is going to be an important area of growth for the technology frontier, 
and where we are focusing R&D efforts. We are pretty excited by the opportunity that exists as people bring that 
communication closer, and are committed to ensuring that our clients are positioned to thrive and benefit from the 
wearable market. 

CEOCFO: What should people remember most about Leadbolt?
Mr. Carr: Leadbolt is a company that offers a dynamic service that is continually evolving. We are an innovative company 
that believes in always moving ahead or being ahead of first and that is important for all areas of business.

Our global network spans 165 countries and delivers 10 billion ads a month. It’s our ability to use this big data to 
continually improve, optimize and refine the way we do business so that we deliver the industry’s best-in-class product, 
and keep our app developer and mobile marketer clients ahead of the curve.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

For more information visit: www.leadbolt.com
Contact: Dale Carr  dale@leadbolt.com

“We re-considered every aspect of the mobile advertising process looking for ways to deliver a future proof platform whilst 
making it even easier for a broader range of app developers to achieve ROI quickly and efficiently.” - Dale Carr


